GRAPHIC NOVELS • MANGA • SCI-FI/FANTASY • GAMES
A U.S. Army Special Operations Commander must team with the man he hates most in this world – a wildly eccentric, usually very drunken, former superhero – to bring down the renegade General responsible for the deaths of his unit.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- Created and written by Rylend Grant, who has penned screenplays for some of Hollywood’s biggest directors, including J.J. Abrams, Ridley Scott, Justin Lin, F. Gary Gray, John Woo, and Luc Besson.

- ABERRANT is a modern political/conspiracy thriller in the vein of MICHAEL CLAYTON or ENEMY OF THE STATE that explores how the United States’ military and geopolitical agenda would necessarily change if superpowered individuals (the “Aberrant”) walked among us.

- This title is a karmic cousin of legendary 70’s political/conspiracy thrillers like THE CONVERSATION, MARATHON MAN, and THREE DAYS OF THE CONDOR.

- Tony Krantz, producer of 24, is developing a TV adaptation of Aberrant!

**REVIEW QUOTES:**
"It's off to an explosive start that's intense while introducing a new spin on superhumans. If you like revenge tales, military thrillers, and superheroes, 'Aberrant' has it all. Give this series a chance." (Spartantown)

"Packed with action, character development and visceral artwork, Aberrant is most definitely one to watch." (Big Comic Page)

"With great intensity, Grant pushes forward and makes obvious the reason(s) why Aberrant
The second season of MIRACULOUS: TALES OF LADYBUG & CAT NOIR is collected here! This TPB features the episodes “Zombizou” and “Syren.” In “Zombizou,” Marinette creates a lovely gift for her teacher, Miss Bustier, but then Chloé goes and ruins it! Distraught, Marinette is targeted by Hawk Moth, but Miss Bustier isn’t about to let her student get akumatized! In “Syren,” Marinette’s classmate Kim is oblivious to his swim mate Ondine’s feelings for him. Hawk Moth akumatizes Ondine into Syren, who plans on making all of Paris an underwater kingdom for him. Having troubles under the sea, Ladybug and Cat Noir may just have to use brand new powers in order to beat this latest villain!

SPOTS ON, CLAWS OUT!

KEY SELLING POINTS:
- The two greatest superheroes in all of Paris return in the official comic book adaptation of the Teen Choice Awards Best Animated Series TV show of 2018!

- Collects two episodes from season two of the hit Zag Entertainment show, “Zombizou” and “Syren.”

- Introduces new powers for Ladybug and Cat Noir!

REVIEW QUOTES:
"Well-adapted from a series that is clever, well-written and well-designed. It’s a win/win situation..." (Major Spoilers)

"...for fans of the cartoon - or young readers looking for a good starting point to get into comics, this is the place to be!" (Chuck’s Comic of the Day)

"Take a resistant reader and introduce acceptable graphic novels and viola! My daughter loves this series and now is excited to read the next. Excited to read being the key element here."
You’ve been there from the beginning for the story of one princess and her long quest to save her sisters, but how much do you really know about those sisters? They’re the breakout characters of each volume, but then we sweep off on our dragon to find the next one.

Now Princeless proudly presents the return of the rest of the Princesses of the Ashe family in four stories all their own. Angelica learns a little something about what she loves (other than herself). Angoisse and her spooky monster pet The Grimmorax find a new calling. Andrea and Antonia try to find a way to use their magic for good – if they can get out of each other’s way. And Alize tells the story of how she came to be under the care of the Sphinx and met a very special prince. All this and a special bonus story about politics in the goblin kingdom! Come see the world of Princeless from perspectives you’ve never seen before.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- An all-ages fantasy adventure for the princesses that save themselves.
- PRINCELESS is the winner of the Glyph awards for "Best Female Character", "Best Writer", and "Story of the Year".
- Nominated for two Eisner Awards!
- Features four standalone stories about princesses in the world of PRINCELESS, each with a different artist.

**REVIEW QUOTES:**
“With Princeless we get all the wonderful essences of a classic fairytale with a delightful twist.” (Black Girl Nerds)

“Princeless: Pirate Princess is a fresh, exciting, and delightful all-ages adventure comic that evokes classic adventures like Avatar: The Last Airbender and Powerpuff Girls.” (A Place to
The defeat of Magpie and sacking of the Golden Fortress took a lot out of our crew. They’re back at sea and on their way to find Crow, Raven’s other brother, but first…they deserve a chance to treat themselves!

On a small island, hidden behind a waterfall, is a hidden neutral city where any pirate can come to enjoy themselves and leave the trouble of the sea behind. And for our crew that means one thing: Date Night. Join us as Raven and her crew leave behind action and adventure for four issues and our comic becomes a romance comic. Date Night is everything you’ve wanted and it’s finally here!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- A LGBT+ friendly adventure filled with romance, sailing and sword fighting!
- The spin-off to the Gylph award-winning and Eisner nominated PRINCELESS series.
- Book 7 marks the beginning of year 3 of Raven's journey.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
A collected edition of "The Undead Pet Society" stories. The Vamplets are baby vampyres always up to mischief! In "Legend of the Ghost Pony," the mysteries of the Ghost Pony are revealed, including the Ghost Pony's connection to a vampyre baby named Lily Rose Shadowlyn. In "Beware the Bitemares," the Vamplets pet Bitemares are released all over Gloomvania, causing chaos! The secret connection between the Bitemares and Cinder the Vampyre Kitten is also explored. And in "Scary Rottens," someone is capturing the different Ghost Pony’s all over Gloomvania! Who will solve the mystery?

Enjoy all these secret connections unveiled and lots of chaos in this VAMPLETS collection.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
-Collects the all-age Vamplets shenanigans in "Legend of Ghost Pony," "Beware the Bitemares" and "Scary Rottens."

-Created by famous Hasbro toy designer Gayle Middleton, who redesigned the world look for the My Little Pony and Littlest Pet Shop lines.

REVIEW QUOTES:
"The illustrations are what makes this the perfect creepy cute comic." (Comic Bastards)

"With some really good writing and a premise that's universal in it's appeal and some absolutely delightful interiors this is going to be one of those feel good franchises you'll want to be a part of." (Reading with a Flight Ring)
Two arks sail the flooded world. On one, Noah tends the animals of the natural world. On the other, the sorcerer Shrae stands watch over the monsters that haunt the night. But in order for Shrae’s charges to thrive in the World That Waits, Noah’s Ark must also survive. And when Noah’s vessel encounters trouble, Shrae’s monsters must work in secrecy to ensure that their would-be prey lives to find land.

From writer Cullen Bunn (X-Men Blue, Deadpool, Venom) and artist Juan Doe (AMERICAN MONSTER, WORLD READER) comes a sinister tale of biblical proportions.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- Fantasy horror in the best tradition of series like LUCIFER and SWAMP THING
- Brilliant premise continues to attract review attention.
- Bunn is red hot right now with his X-Men work for Marvel, Harrow County horror series at Dark Horse and hit UNHOLY GRAIL series and WITHCHAMMER original graphic novel for AfterShock.
- Fans of Jason Aaron’s The GODAMNED will love this book.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Sasha never saw his younger brother...until the secret police made him disappear.

Sasha Vasnetsov left Thrice-Nine—the dirty folklore world that limps along in the wreckage of a Technomagic War—thirty years ago and never looked back. But word that the secret police have sent his brother Gena to a work camp for the socially degenerate drags him back, with a promise to free Gena and return him to their mother before her fiftieth birthday. The only problem? Sasha isn't a fraction of the tough guy he tries to be, so if he's going to break back into Thrice-Nine...he'll need help. Sasha's only hope is Maria Kamenaya, a former Technomagic Warrior with hundreds of enemy kills to her name, betrayed by the country that made her when her honor conflicted with their agenda.

Thrice-Nine took Sasha's brother, and it took Maria's heart. This quest is how they get both of those things back, in the steaming, lawless land of decapitated states...the land of DEAD KINGS.

Like True Grit set in the world of Final Fantasy, DEAD KINGS is unrelenting with its passion and thrills, massive in scale and unflinching as it peers into the underside of the obligations that drive us all: to family and country. It's a classic Wild West revenge cast against a haunting, awe-inspiring vision of a future where we've mortally wounded the world, and the prisoners are the only ones left to run the penitentiary.

Written by Steve Orlando (Batman/Shadow, Crude, Midnighter, Virgil) and drawn by Matthew Dow Smith (October Girl, Suicide Squad, X-Files) DEAD KINGS continues Orlando's in-depth exploration of retribution in all its dark, complex forms. Having burst forth from the restrictions of the modern world's flesh and bone, Orlando and Smith create a whole new world of iron-and-oil fantasy, paths walked by a redemption-fueled older brother and the abandoned, rusted out, vindictive tool of a bygone war that protects him—this is us AFTER the World Wars of Mechs and Magic, broken hearts and busted fists included, a world you would
It started as an anomaly. An outlier in the noise that’s so common in astronomical data. But the truth sends the United States—and the world—careening into what will become humanity’s LAST SPACE RACE.

Leading the effort for the United States is one man, Sasha Balodis. A fun-loving tech billionaire turned aerospace titan, Sasha’s seemingly perfect life has been gripped by recent tragedy. Building and launching the most expensive, most ambitious and most important project in history—well, it gives him something to live for again.

There’s only one thing standing in his way: his arch-rival and chief aerospace competitor, Roger Freeman.

Written by Peter Calloway (TV’s Legion, Cloak & Dagger, Under the Dome) and drawn by Alex Shibao (Independence Day), THE LAST SPACE RACE is an imaginative investigation into wonder, hope and humanity’s grandest purpose—a truly original story AfterShock couldn’t be more fired up to tell.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• Writer Peter Calloway is a television writer who’s work has been featured on the popular shows Cloak & Dagger, Legion, and Under the Dome.
• A topical subject matter with today's political climate.
• Smart, intelligent story with dynamic art.
Jamie McKenzie’s fighter-bomber strike missions against the Germans get even deadlier, but
his ongoing feud with his own commanding officer is no picnic either. His loving wife Beth
provides a surprise or two of her own- but Jamie soon finds that there are those who’ve paid a
steadier price than himself in the battle with Hitler’s Reich. The stage is set for a showdown
high above the frozen fjords of Norway, as a horde of Nazi fighters lie in wait for the RAF
Mosquito squadrons.

Writer Garth Ennis (Preacher, The Boys) and artist Keith Burns (War Stories) re-unite after
the success of their series Johnny Red, presenting another tale of World War Two aerial
combat- featuring skies black with flak and enemy fighters, nail-biting low-level action, and
the dark humor of men whose lives can be snatched away at any second… Out of the Blue.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• Ennis is a legendary creator who’s profile is even higher these days thanks to the success of
the PREACHER TV series

• Well known for his war comics, this is the story Ennis has a passion to tell.

• Covers an important chapter in American history. An ideal title for teachers and librarians
looking to add historical stories to their history and social studies collections.

• Part of AfterShock’s new original graphic novel hardcover line - beautiful format will appeal
to book lovers and librarians.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
This oversized second volume in the SHOCK anthology series continues to push boundaries and mix genres, allowing top's top creative talent of both comics and prose to craft tales of the fantastic, the horrific, and the bizarre. This handsome hardcover features the creative talents of R.L. Stine, Garth Ennis, Cullen Bunn, Russ Braun, Marguerite Bennet, Juan Doe, Jill Thompson, Sam Kieth, Aaron Douglas, Cliff Richards, Jim Starlin, Larry Stroman, Jamal Igle, Ray Fawkes, Frank Tieri, Cully Hamner, Joe Pruettt, Kevin J. Anderson, Steve Resnic Tem, Leila Leiz, Ariela Kristantina, Justin Jordan, Eleonora Carlini, Andrei Bressan, Phil Hester, Andrew Dabb, and more! Cover art by Timothy Bradstreet!

From the multiple Eisner and Harvey Award nominated editor of the classic Negative Burn anthology series.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
- AfterShock's first SHOCK anthology sold extremely well with a wide-range of well-known creative talent, with Volume 2 following the same successful format, both with production and talent.
- Volume 2 features a Who's Who of comics creators and prose novelists!
- Andrew Dabb is well-known as the television showrunner of the hit TV series SUPERNATURAL.
- Aaron Douglas played the role of "Chief" on the cult-classic television series, BATTLESTAR GALACTICA.
- Jim Stalin is the creator of popular Marvel Studios film characters Thanos, Gamora, and Drax the Destroyer.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
When immigrants came to the new world they didn’t only bring their hopes and dreams, they also brought their MONSTERS. Years ago, early settlers locked these monsters away in a secret prison deep in the woods of NEW AMSTERDAM so that they never would return to the Old World again. Those woods have become CENTRAL PARK and now the monsters have escaped! NICK, 14, finds out that he is a “legacy” to a secret society that for the last 400 years has kept these monsters in check — he and a ragtag group of kids just like him have to put the monsters back before they get out of the park and destroy the city. Brought to life by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, Teen Titans) and Aidan Glass, with art by Diego Yapur (The Night Projectionist, Priest: Purgatory), THE LOLLIPOP KIDS is an epic re-imagining of the things that go bump in the night.  

KEY SELLING POINTS:  
YA graphic novel adventure

Teenage protagonists that diverse audiences can relate to; Stranger Things/Goonies kind of vibe

Written by Adam Glass alongside his 15-year old son, Aidan. Their love letter to New York.
When the forces of good and evil are hunting you down, the only logical thing to do is disguise yourself as a dog and go on the run!

Eddie is a low-rent hustler who got magically turned into a pug during a con gone wrong. Tala is the part-demon daughter of one of Eddie’s many ex-girlfriends. When Tala finds herself the target of powerful inter-dimensional forces, she goes to Eddie for help—setting off a chain reaction of chaos and destruction that could threaten the very fabric of existence.

Can Eddie and Tala put aside their differences long enough to survive the magical mayhem and madness that they started, or will they kill each other first!? (It’s probably the second one!)

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

Brought to you by Eisner award winning creator and artist, Mike Norton (Battle Pug, Hellboy, Archer & Armstrong) and writer Rafer Roberts (Archer & Armstrong).

Addresses the long contemplated question of ‘What if John Constantine was Howard the Duck?’ Since we’ll never know, Grumble is the next best thing.

Humor, action, and the occult! It has it all!
MEGAGHOST

Life can't get much weirder in the spooky city of Dunwich Heights. That is until junior occultist Martin Magus discovers a cursed ring that gives him the power to summon a trio of spirits to form MEGAGHOST, a giant supernatural robot sworn to defend the world against magical monsters, otherworldly menaces, and other creepy things that go SMASH in the night! And just in time, too, because a gang of juvenile delinquent cultists are plotting the ultimate act of rebellion — raising a demon from the depths with one goal on its mind: DESTROY DUNWICH HEIGHTS!

Written by Gabe Soria (Midnight Arcade, Batman ’66) and illustrated by Eisner Award-winning artist Gideon Kendall (Marley’s Ghost), MEGAGHOST is an action-packed, arcane adventure that mixes Saturday morning cartoon thrills with supernatural chills!

KEY SELLING POINTS:
Brought to you by the team of Eisner Award-winning artist Gideon Kendall (Marley’s Ghost, WHATZIT) and critically-acclaimed writer Gabe Soria (Midnight Arcade, Batman ’66)

Eric Powell, Eisner Award winning creator of The Goon and Hillbilly says, "Megaghost is the greatest 1970's Saturday morning cartoon show that never happened!"

Fun for adults and kids alike.
She's a secretary, bodyguard, and assassin all rolled into one! Meet Iris, a loyal and ruthlessly efficient subordinate to her powerful, corporate boss Mr. Ching. In the modern, cutthroat corporate world, today's CEO needs an intimidating edge to stay on top, and Iris is more than well-trained to oblige the demand of her employer — including murder. However, Iris discovers the man she has dutifully served for most of her life is far more corrupt than the people she is sworn to protect him from. Now torn between her loyalties to the only person she's ever served, and the new life she realizes she's ready to explore on her own, she must make a choice that could ultimately lead to her demise. Iris' treacherous journey for redemption is set in motion as the entire first volume of the critically acclaimed action-adventure series is collected here for the very first time!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

Now at a lower price point, the long sold-out volume one of Aspen's hit series by writer/creator David Wohl returns!

A perfect jumping-on point to the epic fan-favorite series, Executive Assistant: Iris!
A brand new value-priced edition of the hit series created by comic book legend Michael Turner. Soulfire follows a young orphan boy named Malikai, who discovers he is the link between an age of magic long forgotten and the ruling forces of technology in the present year of 2211. Along with the winged Grace, and a group of his closest allies, Malikai discovers the true nature of the magical world he must now protect at all costs.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

- Created by visionary comic artist Michael Turner.
- Great jumping on point for Michael Turner's classic Soulfire series.
- Featuring a strong female protagonist, this fantasy series is great for fans of Lord of the Rings, and Blade Runner.
- The Soulfire property has recently been announced as a full-length feature film spearheaded by Marvel Studios founder David Maisel.
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA (CLASSIC): COUNTERSTRIKE TP

Commander Adama and the remnants of humanity discover a second fugitive fleet, fleeing a different mortal enemy. Can the two armadas join forces, making common cause against the dreaded Cylons? And what would success mean for the quest for Earth? New York Times bestselling author and comics writer JOHN JACKSON MILLER (Star Wars, Star Trek, Halo) joins Dynamite for a miniseries timed for Battlestar Galactica's 40th anniversary year!

KEY SELLING POINTS:
* Written by New York Times bestselling author, JOHN JACKSON MILLER.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
* BATTLESTAR GALACTICA TP VOL 02 (ISBN-13 978-1-60690-052-9, $14.99)
Following the loss of most of his colleagues in a violent ambush, Kenton has become Lord Mastrell of the few remaining Sand Masters, magicians who can manipulate sand to do their bidding. With the ruling council poised against him, the hot-headed Kenton must become a diplomat to have any hope of preventing the eradication of his people forever. However, there’s another complication: assassins are coming for him from all directions, and Kenton’s only true ally is Khriss, a visitor from the other side of the planet who has an agenda of her own to pursue.

White Sand Volume 2 continues the New York Times bestselling series of graphic novels, bringing a crucial chapter of Brandon Sanderson’s Cosmere to life exclusively in a visual format.

Praise for White Sand Vol. 1:

"This book is amazing. The worldbuilding is dense and deep." - Kirkus Reviews

"Essential to Cosmere completists, and it’s a beautiful addition to anyones bookshelf." - Geekkritique

"Traditional fantasy comes to life in this intriguing blend of action, suspense, and mystery." - Graphic Policy

KEY SELLING POINTS:
* From #1 New York Times bestselling author, Brandon Sanderson.
* An original story that takes place in Sanderson’s Cosmere Universe

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
A sparking new adventure from multiple Eisner Award nominee MARK RUSSELL (The Flintstones) and BOB Q (The Green Hornet ’66 Meets The Spirit)!

1883. The advent of barbed wire is creating havoc in the Texas panhandle. A corrupted state senator conspires with dirty ranchers to make land unnavigable for open rangers and native tribes, passing new laws allowing cattlemen to kill anyone caught cutting the wire. Good people are getting hurt, and The Lone Ranger must act. But to truly stop this rampant villainy, he'll need to go all the way to the top, and rely on an old friend for help...

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
* Written by the very talented and Eisner nominated, Mark Russell. (The Flintstones, Snagglepuss)

* An iconic hero immortalized in pop culture and merchandising for over 85 years the Radio Show spawned: TV, Novels, Movies, Cartoons, Comics, Strips, Toys, Video Games

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Everyone's favorite girl detective is back! With three stories in one volume.

An all-new series of full-color Nancy Drew graphic novel omnibus's, based on the series by Carolyn Keene.
In the first story, join Nancy, along with Bess and George, as they search for missing student filmmakers and discover the deadly secret behind the local urban legend known as "The Demon of River Heights."

Then, it's double trouble for Nancy and her friends, when an ancient artifact and a little boy are both suddenly missing. The artifact is a piece of an old stone marker that may prove that the Chinese were in America eighty years before Columbus.

Finally, River Heights is celebrating 'Nostalgia Week' and everyone in town is dressing up and acting like it was 1930 - including Nancy, Bess, and George! Wait till you see Nancy in her roadster! But when scenes of crimes displayed in Emma Blavatsky's antique dollhouse start coming true, Nancy has a full-blown mystery on her hands! Nancy's shocked when she stakes out the dollhouse, and witnesses a doll version of herself murdered! Will that scene become reality too?!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
* Three mysteries Value priced in one volume.

* Manga size and art style.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
* Nancy Drew #1: The Demon of River Heights (ISBN-13 978-1-59707-000-3, $7.95)
From the world of the best-selling YA series Red Rising comes a story of love and loss and rage!

In the future, when mankind has spread across the stars, the hierarchy of man is dictated by the color of one’s caste. The Golds rule all, but what will happen when one falls for a lowly Red? See how a forbidden love will set the course of events for the future and lead to the formation of the formidable Sons of Ares!

Written by author Pierce Brown (The Red Rising Trilogy) and Rik Hoskin (Heroes of Skyrealm, Brandon Sanderson’s White Sand), with art by Eli Powell (Yakuza Demon Killers, The 13th Artifact), comes the in-continuity story of revolution and Red Rising!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
* An in-continuity story exclusive to comics in the tradition of Brandon Sanderson's White Sand.
* Prequel to the NYTimes Bestselling Red Rising series.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
- BROWN PIERCE RED RISING TP (ISBN-13 978-0-345-53980-9, $15.00)
- GOLDEN SON: BOOK 2 OF THE RED TP (ISBN-13 978-0-345-53983-0, $15.00)
Since the first serialized adventures in 1912 of the Martian Princess Dejah Thoris and her beloved hero, John Carter, science fiction and fantasy enthusiasts have dreamed of the faraway Red Planet, its wondrous sights and monstrous perils. In this second volume of The Art of Dejah Thoris and the Worlds of Mars, the finest artists of modern fantasy have brought the dying world of Mars to life, depicting scenes of brutal conflict with alien beasts, quiet moments overlooking Martian wastes, and enticing visions of an exotic princess at her most intimate. This magnificent hardcover collection features the talents of J. Scott Campbell, Joe Jusko, Frank Cho, Lucio Parillo, Tula Lotay, Mike McKone and many more!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

* Over 250-pages of full-color artwork (painted and digital colors), from some of the finest illustrators in modern fantasy comics.

* Contributing artists Joe Jusko, J. Scott Campbell, Frank Cho, Lucio Parillo, Tula Lotay and Mike McKone (just to name a few) are some of the most recognizable names in modern comics — award-winning and bestselling talent.

* The "Barsoom" series of novels and related media were created by Edgar Rice Burroughs (creator of Tarzan) in 1912, with over a century of dedicated sci-fi and fantasy fandom.

* The 2012 Disney film, John Carter, brought the character and setting to popular consciousness, bolstered by incredibly strong box office performance in foreign markets.

* The collection of illustrations include all cover artwork to-date from Dynamite's variety of Warlord of Mars related comics since the release of Volume 1.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**

Herbert West--the Reanimator--has long sought the secret to perfecting his reagent and break death's hold on mankind once and for all. The key to his success lies in only one place--the forbidden tomb of the Aztec god of death! But disturbing sleeping gods is as troubling (to put it mildly) as raising the uncontrollable, murderous dead... especially when this deity is an ancient enemy of Vampirella of Drakulon! It's vampire versus mad scientist in a battle that threatens to tear the gates of the underworld asunder!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
* A twisted tale of Alliances, Death, Resurrection, Eroticism and Gore!

* Written by Cullen Bunn (Star Wars: Darth Maul, X-Men Blue)
The start of a new adventure! A young girl flees for her life—form her parents?! Xena and Gabrielle must determine if the girl is a visionary or a demon. Unfortunately for all concerned, the Oracles of Delphi have already decided!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
* Everyone’s favorite Warrior Princess is back.

* "In a time of ancient gods, warlords and kings, a land in turmoil cried out for a hero. She was Xena, a mighty princess forged in the heat of battle. The power...the passion...the danger. Her courage will change the world."

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
The city is called Redoubt, and as far as anyone knows, it is the last. Seven decades ago, there were cities upon cities; kingdoms and nations, the remains of ancient empire. Cultures at war, cultures at trade. Humans, dwarves, elves, and others. Magic and monsters, rare but real. Regions of desolation, but also regions of plenty. So it was for millennia, until the world ended. Most call it the Fall, but whatever term a given people choose to use, it marked the point where everything changed. Nations crumbled. Races died. Magic sputtered. Nature sickened. The Dead woke. Tales of the Lost Citadel is a shared-world anthology of fifteen horror-fantasy stories by noted authors such as Brian Hodge, Mercedes M. Yardley, Jess Hartley, Damien Angelica Walters, and many more.
Hermes Press presents the chilling rhymes and illustrations of Mother Goth in her debut book, Mother Goth Rhymes!

Mother Goth invites you into her world of grim and gruesome tales that celebrate the macabre with a selection of poems created especially for you! Feel your spine tingle with a new look at some old classics, from “Rock-A-Bye Zombie” to “Roses are Dead.” These poems explore the dark underbelly of our childhood favorites. Don’t be afraid of the dark...it’s more fun there!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

Hermes Press presents the chilling rhymes and illustrations of Mother Goth in her debut book, Mother Goth Rhymes!

Mother Goth invites you into her world of grim and gruesome tales that celebrate the macabre with a selection of poems created especially for you! Feel your spine tingle with a new look at some old classics, from “Rock-A-Bye Zombie” to “Roses are Dead.” These poems explore the dark underbelly of our childhood favorites. Don’t be afraid of the dark...it’s more fun there!
Glory and her ragtag crew of truckers and survivors of a brutal organ-smuggling ring are barreling toward the Mexican border. They have less than 48 hours before the liver transplant that will save Glory’s father’s life goes bad and the only thing standing in their way are hundreds of miles of desert roads, a Mexican cartel, two psycho killers and Glory’s ex-husband Toby, all baying for her blood.

Climb aboard RICK REMENDER and BENGAL’s full-throttled western crime thriller as it roars towards its breathless conclusion.

Collecting Death or Glory #6-10

Price: $16.99 ($22.99 CAN)
Publisher: Image Comics
Writer: Rick Remender
Artist: Bengal
Page Count: 128
Format: Softcover, Full Color
Recommended Age: Mature
Readers (ages 16 and up)
Genre: Science Fiction, Action/Adventure
Ship Date: 7/30/2019
A cartel war has erupted in Veracruz with Randy and AmaliaÑas well as the future of humanityÑcaught in the crossfire. What will happen when ancient monsters, a submarine, and a drug lord named El Dorado are unleashed? Hell on Earth.

Collects GASOLINA #13-18.
In the 80's NYC music business, Martin Mills, a record company talent scout, jumps at the chance to make a comeback album with his favorite rock legend. When it goes sideways, Martin is forced to use deadly skills from his past in a desperate bid to save his reputation and the artist's career. Real-world music business crime thriller written by music producer Jeff Rougvie (David Bowie, Big Star) with art by Moritat (Spirit, Harley Quinn, Hellblazer).

Collects issues 1-4.
From the minds of Robert Kirkman & Marc Silvestri!

Imagine being able to take over the body of anyone on Earth in order to track down a rogue nuke or assassinate a dictator. Sound crazy? Not for Agent Drake and the Hardcore Program. They can turn anyone—your neighbor, your co-worker, your spouse—into a human drone to get to targets normal soldiers can’t.

Drake is the best soldier Hardcore has to offer—until he’s stranded in a body with only 72 hours to discover who’s hijacked the Program. But who can you trust when your enemy can change their appearance as easy as someone changes a shirt?

Andy Diggle (THIEF OF THIEVES, Losers) and Alessandro Vitti (Secret Warriors) present a new Skybound Original that shows you how to save the world without getting your hands dirty.

Collects HARDCORE #1-5.
It's time to SHRED!!! From Daniel Warren Johnson creator of the Eisner-nominated EXTREMITY comes MURDER FALCON!!!

The world is under attack by monsters, and Jake's life is falling apart: no band, no girl, no future until he meets MURDER FALCON. He was sent from The Heavy to destroy all evil, but he can't do it without Jake shredding up a storm. Now, with every chord Jake plays on his guitar, the power of metal fuels Murder Falcon into all-out kung fu fury on those that seek to conquer Earth!

Collects MURDER FALCON #1-8.
This hardcover features twelve issues of the hit comic book series, along with covers and a sketchbook, in one oversized hardcover volume. Perfect for long-time readers and fans of the TV show.

A major turning point in the series! New characters are introduced! Big things are in store for Kyle Barnes as he’s faced with something he never could have prepared for—hope! Everything changes, especially in the face of the coming invasion!

Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #25-36.
At long last, Simon's story is told.

Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #37-42.
Edison Crane's not content being the world's smartest man and most successful businessman -- his brilliant mind needs constantly challenged. He's a Nobel Prize-winning scientist, genius composer, Olympic athlete and an expert in the occult, and now international governments are calling on him to fix problems they just can't handle.

Collects Prodigy 1-6.
In the turbulent times when cops are portrayed as the enemy of the people, Detective Chip Christopher is maneuvering on the blurred blue line between racism and due diligence in order to do his job of investigating Turn; a young black man, with a sketchy past, who was exonerated of a similar previous murder.

Turn is free, another victim is murdered, and Detective Christopher is determined to see him convicted again; but this time Turn is older, smarter, more cunning, and determined not to go back to prison.

Collects issues 1-4.
Join the Jog Mobile team for another few dozen misadventures at America's best cellular provider—okay, fourth best. It might be the dead-end job from retail hell, but grad student Elena's determined to climb the corporate ladder, one misstep at a time. For the rest of the Jog Mobile clerks, it's survival mode. Amid the chaos of Black Friday disasters, dude-bro manager screw ups, crushes gone wrong, and stalker problems, nobody's thinking about anything but the end of their next shift.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Author Edouard Cour revisits one of the greatest Greek myths by painting the often-heroic Herakles as, well . . . somewhat of a jerk. Crude and stubborn at times, in little glimpses we meet a man—half-human, after all—with a psychology more complex than he appears, entangled in guilt over the ghosts who have haunted him since childhood. A mournful sadness seizes him as he crosses the fleeting silhouettes of a woman and her three children. “Friends or foe, all those who cross his path end up stiff and worm food,” comments Linos, the ghost of his childhood music teacher.

Brimming with pathos and dark humor, this portrait of Herakles is a graphic whirlwind leaving little respite and often revealing beautiful surprises. This third and final volume wraps up the epic trilogy and sees the titular hero at last accept his due rewards for a lifetime of deeds both good and ill.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
Patty Stardust is deep, deep undercover in a group of revolutionary hippies: the Symbolic Guerrillas. The cult leader, Ron Digger, promises an artist movement like his 837 million blog followers have never seen, and she has to decide whether to stop it or get as far away from it as possible . . .

The fourth arc in the eight-part space opera introduces Patty Stardust, an undercover agent sent to infiltrate a cult of free-spirited artists with an eye toward spectacle.

Written by series co-creator Lewis Trondheim and fan-favorite writer Kris and illustrated by celebrated artist Martin Trystram, this trippy, sci-fi caper is as cool as it is hot!

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**

A crime story with a twist . . .

The brutal slaying of two police officers guarding a material witness pin detectives Alphonse and Maynard against their toughest adversary yet. The witness is gone and our heroes are left to figure out who took him and murdered their colleagues. As they get further into their investigation, they uncover that the witness was going to snitch on a leak inside the police department, a mole known only as "Stiletto."

Stiletto is a tale of corruption, greed, and moral ambiguity. What appears to be a gritty police drama takes unpredictable twists and turns toward a personal, existential tragedy.
Freedom from Foresight’s experiments finds Jonah teamed up with the Enhanced revolutionaries, struggling to find his place in a group that refuses to believe he’s capable of being a hero. With Kayla gone, Jonah must learn to be more than Cosmosis. If he wants to save the revolutionaries from Foresight’s Enhanced operatives, he’ll have to become a leader.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Despite thebombings that ravage the streets of Shanghai, young Yaya and Tuduo find themselves in the clutches of the infamous gangster Zhu. Tuduo is already quite familiar with Zhu's criminal business intentions, having run the streets for quite some time before the war began, but now he's held prisoner and forced to loot the many deserted homes in the city's upscale neighborhoods. Meanwhile, Yaya is forced to do housework around the criminals' lair, including cleaning a room filled with captive snakes! As scary as that may be, however, her uncanny ability to talk to animals helps turn things around. But when Yaya's former nanny finds them, Zhu realizes this little rich girl could be his ticket to the fortune of a lifetime. Even as Yaya, Tuduo, and the nanny escape Zhu's clutches, their adventure is only just beginning . . .

This second book in the adventures of Yaya continues the exciting formula launched by the first volume: two adorable kids chased by a wicked villain, a small animal with extraordinary capabilities, and a desperate war raging in the background. Artist Golo Zhao is particularly at home in this landscape format of large, beautifully colored panels in which Yaya and Tuduo's innocence contrasts with the chaos of the setting.

The story may be simple and intended primarily for the young readers, but with a vivacity and energy that will thrill audiences of all ages.
Ursa is reunited with her mother at last—but her mom is the Priestess, leading a massive Surrogate army that threatens to swallow the town of Plumstead and then the world! She's got Charris and Trinh by her side, and a militia of mages and townsfolk at her back, but will that be enough? The Priestess's massive force is held at bay by a magical barrier—but with its caster trapped inside with the Surrogate, wasting away, this precarious standoff could give way at any time! These young mages may have learned to trust each other, their allies, and themselves, but this battle could define the fate of the world.
Presenting the second in a seven-volume library of works by master illustrator Sergio Toppi. The second volume, North America, contains eleven tales set in historical periods within the early United States, Canada, and Alaska, all presented in English for the first time, previously collected as Colt Frontier, Naugatuck 1757, and Blues.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**

**ISBN-13:** 978-1-942367-92-5  
**Price:** $24.99 ($33.50 CAN)  
**Publisher:** Lion Forge  
**Imprint:** Lion Forge  
**Writer:** Sergio Toppi  
**Size:** 9 x 12  
**Page Count:** 208  
**Format:** Hardcover, Full Color  
**Recommended Age:** Mature Readers (ages 16 and up)  
**Comparison Title:** *Corto Maltese: Under the Sign of Capricorn*  
**Genre:** Historical  
**Ship Date:** 7/30/2019  
**Rights:** World
“If a human makes a wish with all their heart, we have no choice but to grant it.”

Yoona, the girl who came to see the shaman, leaves a trail of smoke behind her. Chunho reveals that this is a sign of the angel of death. He asks Donga, Yohan and Yoonsung to join forces, find out who is in danger and do everything in their power to help. Chunho enters the victim’s dreams and gains access to deeper thoughts. The task might be more strenuous than they expected. Later, Yoonsung’s business trip helps both him and Yohan acknowledge their feelings. After Donga takes an adult form, Chunho realizes that there is more to him than meets the eye.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
Current bestselling boys love series in Korea.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
“What did you just drink? You idiot! Isn’t this Mesa poison?!”
Igen receives unexpected visitors: king Asakin and Caesar, his helper. The guests try to interfere with the running of his household. Caesar discloses gruesome details about a member of Kassan’s family. Hakar is determined to execute his revenge and devises a plan to get rid of Igen once and for all. A sudden confession changes everything. As Igen decides to use and abuse him, Kassan drinks the poison he was hiding. What will happen to Kassan? Is Hakar’s plan destined to work? Will the king find out that his mortal enemy is closer than expected?

KEY SELLING POINTS:
World-famous series among yaoi manga readers.
An online hit series.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
• To Take An Enemy’s Heart Volume 1 (ISBN-13 978-1-60009-328-9, $12.99)
• To Take An Enemy’s Heart Volume 2 (ISBN-13 978-1-60009-329-6, $12.99)
“My life or the safety of your flesh and blood. Well, I guess you definitely made your choice.”

To test Kassan’s loyalty, Igen plans a trip to the forest of Samagon, a spectacular but secluded place. Only the two of them are supposed to know the location. A spy overhears and discloses details about the trip to Hakar. Thus, Hakar manages to take a valuable prisoner and start negotiations. King Asakin loses his most trustworthy companion and is determined to get him back safely. Meanwhile, Igen finds out that Kassan might have known about the assassination attempt. Will the prisoner be rescued? Will Igen forgive Kassan or has his patience been tested enough?

KEY SELLING POINTS:
World-famous series among yaoi manga readers.
An online hit series.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
• To Take An Enemy’s Heart Volume 1 (ISBN-13 978-1-60009-328-9, $12.99)
• To Take An Enemy’s Heart Volume 2 (ISBN-13 978-1-60009-329-6, $12.99)
• To Take An Enemy’s Heart Volume 3 (ISBN-13 978-1-60009-330-2, $12.99)
For thousands of years, epic stories have been passed down from Time Lord to student, generation to generation. The truth of these tales was lost millennia ago, but the myths and legends themselves are timeless.

These are the most enduring of those tales. From the princess Manussa and her giant snake Mara, to the Vardon house of Xeriphin, these stories shed light on the universe around us and the beings from other worlds that we meet. Myths hold up a mirror to our past, present, and future, explaining our culture, our history, our hopes and fears.

A collection of epic adventures from the Time Lords’ mist-covered past, Myths and Legends is an unforgettable gallery of heroes and villains, gods and monsters.
Join the Doctor on a year-long adventure surrounded by brilliant women who have changed the world. From science to sport, politics and art, be inspired by their own amazing past achievements and plan for your future.

On every page of this journal there are facts, dates and anniversaries of pioneering women from history and the present day, as well as prompts and activities to unlock your creativity and potential.

This journal is perpetual, so will work in any year.

As the Doctor would say: "Oh, brilliant!"

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- This journal is perpetual, so will work in any year.

The New series of Doctor Who is bigger than ever before:

- The premiere was watched by 2.8 million viewers on BBC America – up 48% on the Series 10 premiere. It’s the fastest-growing drama on TV this year in the USA.

- 8.2 million viewers tuned in live to watch Jodie Whittaker’s debut performance in Doctor Who - The biggest series launch since Christopher Eccleston’s debut in 2005!

- The under-16 viewship of the new series was massively up, with more than twice as many girls under 16 tuned in for the Thirteenth Doctor than the Twelfth.
This eleventh volume of the year’s best science fiction and fantasy features thirty stories by some of the genre’s greatest authors. With selections of the best fiction from Asimov’s, Clarkesworld, F&SF, Lightspeed, and other top venues, The Year’s Best Science Fiction & Fantasy is your guide to magical realms and worlds beyond tomorrow.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**

Ridiculous. Dangerous. Expendable.
A hodge-podge of ridiculous mercenaries are tasked with the dangerous leftover missions no other outfit would take on. From battles with cosplayers over Star Wars scripts and submarines to clearing Hawaiian islands infested with tsunami wave collective-conscious of nippy dachshunds. In their first mission, the B-Squad must eliminate a hazardous mugwai infestation in Cambodia.

A die roll by the writer determines which mercenary is the most expendable. That character dies and is replaced by new rookie in the next mission. And the cycle rinses and repeats as the story follows the up and downs of a squad trying to hold it together.

"It's like Suicide Squad; only funny and better."
-The Internet

The complete first adventure of B-Squad comes with activities in the back pages, game guides, character creation guides, how to roll the fates of your team like the writer, and other B-Squad-infused puzzles and games.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
A love letter to 80s action-adventure and sci-fi, fans of Indiana Jones, The A-Team, Back to the Future, Gremlins, Big Trouble in Little China, and just about anything Kurt Russell ever did will find something to love here. It's fun and accessible to all ages, assuming you're of an age that saw Temple of Doom and liked it.

Half comic, half activity book, the back pages are full of games, puzzles, and instructions on how to roll a die to create and destroy your own B-Squad team, just like Eben Burgoon himself.

Eben Burgoon is a writing instructor who has partnered with Starburns Industries to teach
At Tattersall Prison, a max-lock for the baddest of the bad, sleepless nights are the norm—until a fireball from the sky turns the night shift into a nightmare—trapping guards and cons on the inside, cops on the outside, and escapees in-between... all of them threatened by a hideous alien invader which needs nice, warm human bodies in which to incubate. From the outside, it looks like a replay of Waco, but from the inside, it’s more like Dante’s first draft of the Inferno. Psychotic Fraiser Bonner leads an army of convicts with a grudge against lead guard Wayne Jessup, whose crew is marooned inside with no means of exit. Black ops spook Elaine Farris tries to call the shots as captive guards get executed by Bonner. Farris dreads the moment she will have to call in her “expert,” Conrad Gant, whose life she destroyed six years earlier. Why? Because Gant knows about the alien interlopers, who use the human form as a chrysalis and shed the envelope of flesh to produce Earth-compatible conquerors... and Gant was hounded into silence by Elaine and her fixers. Now the clock is ticking and there’s an invasion to be stopped, as minute by minute, guards perish and alien numbers grow stronger, with the aim of spilling out of the prison cordon and into the rest of the world. It’s a hostage situation. It’s a battle between species. It’s Earth’s most serious Standoff.

The Standoff is the third entry in John Carpenter’s Tales of Science Fiction, created especially for Storm King’s John Carpenter and Sandy King by David J. Schow. All five issues are collected here to offer a chapter play that’s half suspense thriller, and half science fiction fever dream. Whose side would you take? It’s time to lock and load for The Standoff... and watch out for those nasty, flying alien bugs every step of the way.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
This is the third story in the monthly anthology series, John Carpenter's Tales of Science Fiction.

Now you can get all five issues of THE STANDOFF in one terrifying 144 page collection.
The Interscholastic Auradon Fashion Contest is the biggest fashion event of the year and students across the United States of Auradon are buzzing with anticipation. No one is more excited than Evie, the Villain Kids' (VKs) resident fashionista and designer extraordinaire! The other VKs roll up their sleeves to help their friend, but with another Auradon student competing for the top prize alongside her, will Evie be able to reach the top spot? And just how far are the other competitors prepared to go to win first place?

This is volume 2 of the series.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
* Inspired by the hit Disney Channel original movie, Descendants!

* All new Descendants story featuring Evie and the rest of the VKs!

* Full-color manga created for all ages!

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
Yuzu is a new employee at Konohanatei, a hot-springs inn for gods and spirits. A simple, clumsy but charmingly earnest young fox-girl, Yuzu must figure out her new life working at the spa with all the other foxes, making the occasional mistake but also many new friends along the way. Konohana Kitan follows her day to day life working at the inn, meeting the other employees and guests, and learning to appreciate the beauty of the world and the people around her.

This is volume 5 of the Konohana Kitan series.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
-- The manga that inspired the hit anime series, now streaming on the Crunchyroll and Funimation!

-- Manga never before published in English

-- Beautiful art and traditional, uniquely Japanese atmosphere appeals to veteran manga fans and new readers who might be interested in learning more about Japanese culture

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Fynn's favorite activities are skipping class, smoking, and lying around. So when he's told it's time to shape up and try doing something else for a change, he has no idea where to even start.

Then, on a nighttime walk around his neighborhood, he sees a stranger with a telescope up on a hill: his name is Niko, and he loves to watch the stars. Intrigued, Flynn decides to find out more about this nerdy boy and what could be so interesting about the night sky that he loves so much.

This is the second and final volume of the Star Collector series.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
-- Popular boys' love series from up-and-coming comic artists in Germany being published for the first time in the US
-- Includes artist sketches, full color illustrations, and exclusive extra content

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
On the fringes of civilization, the world’s first detective is about to make an unholy discovery… Comics legend Peter Milligan (X-Statix, Shade the Changing Man) and incendiary artists Juan Jose Ryp (NINJAK, Clone) and Robert Gill (BOOK OF DEATH) lead a phantasmagorical expedition in the lands between darkness, desire, and destruction right here in a deluxe oversized hardcover collecting the 10-time sold out magnum opus that Gizmodo calls a "unique take… that conquered our hearts."

Ruled by the Fates. Manipulated by the Gods. Commanded by Caesar. In the year 65 A.D., one’s destiny was not his own. At the height of Nero’s reign, a veteran of Rome’s imperial war machine has been dispatched to the farthest reaches of the colonies to investigate unnatural happenings… In the remote outpost of Britannia, Antonius Axia – the First Detective – will become Rome’s only hope to reassert control over the empire’s most barbaric frontier…and keep the monsters that bridge the line between myth and mystery at bay…

Collecting BRITANNIA #1–4, BRITANNIA: WE WHO ARE ABOUT TO DIE #1–4, and BRITANNIA: LOST EAGLES OF ROME #1–4, along with over 20+ pages of rarely seen art and extras!
The past catches up with Earth’s Visigoth guardian!

Aric of Dacia may have left Planet Gorin behind, but its people still remember the ruin they felt in his wake…and so do the bounty hunters who sought to end his barbaric reign! Enraged by the blight on their perfect record, they’ve arrived on our world to finish the job they started – and this time, they don’t plan on taking X-O Manowar alive!

It’s an unforgettable new jumping-on point for the best-selling Valiant series from Eisner-nominated writer Matt Kindt (DIVINITY, Mind MGMT) and spectacular artist Tomás Giorello (NINJA-K)!

Collecting X-O MANOWAR (2017) #23–26

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
Poli has a mech suit and a mission. Weep has machine guns and a temper. Together they lead a band of freedom fighters on a planet populated exclusively by blood-sucking vampires. A planet called Earth. Donny Cates (Venom, God Country) and Dylan Burnett (Cosmic Ghost Rider, X-Force) bring you neon-drenched, blood-soaked, all-out vampire warfare. #DeathBeforeUndead

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

From the best-selling, hit writer Donny Cates (God Country, Redneck, Thanos, Cosmic Ghost Rider).

From the fan-favorite artist behind Marvel's sold-out hit, Cosmic Ghost Rider.

A young woman and her mech suit fight to reclaim a vampire infested Earth!

**Other Works by Creators:**

**Comparison Title:**
- Cosmic Ghost Rider Volume 1: Baby Thanos Must Die
Is she a girl? Is she a machine? Is she humanity's redemption, or its damnation? Don't be scared -- either way, she is Poppy...and you love Poppy. Witness the genesis of the Youtube phenomenon in this original graphic novel, bundled with a brand new EP only available here. "I am Poppy. I am Poppy. I am Poppy. I am Poppy. I am Poppy. I am Poppy."

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
Ties into POPPY the youtube phenomenon

Original EP in the book

Poppy's social numbers

Youtube:2.3 Million  
Instagram 812 K  
Twitter 189k  
FB 308k

Audience heavily engaged skews younger

Major Markets

US  
Turkey  
Japan  
Europe  
Mexico
The Tyrant’s Grasp Adventure Path reaches its world-shaping conclusion! The heroes learn that the keys to stopping Tar-Baphon’s deadly Radiant Fire are the shards of the Shattered Shield still lodged in their souls—the only things dangling their lives above the grasp of the Boneyard. The heroes return to Lastwall to confront the Whispering Tyrant, but discover that he has led his army to the fields outside the city of Absalom. There, the Whispering Tyrant plans to blast his way through the city and crack the Starstone Cathedral open, transforming himself into a true god! The PCs must battle the lich’s most powerful allies, turn the power of the Radiant Fire back on the Whispering Tyrant, and end the threat he now poses to the world.

“Midwives to Death” is a Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for 16th-level characters. The adventure concludes the Tyrant’s Grasp Adventure Path and brings dramatic changes to Golarion. This volume also includes an extensive article showcasing the final material written by Paizo’s developers for the first edition of the Pathfinder RPG.

Each monthly full-color softcover Pathfinder Adventure Path volume contains an in-depth adventure scenario, stats for several new monsters, and support articles meant to give Game Masters additional material to expand their campaign. Pathfinder Adventure Path volumes use the Open Game License and work with both the Pathfinder RPG and the world’s oldest fantasy RPG.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• The Pathfinder RPG has been a leading tabletop brand since its launch in 2008. More than 100,000 gamers play in active Pathfinder RPG campaigns. Pathfinder’s monthly Adventure Path product enjoys more than 10,000 readers, making it the best-selling monthly print RPG product on the market.
• The Tyrant’s Grasp Adventure Path is one of the most important publishing programs of Paizo’s 2019 calendar, with six monthly adventure installments, a Pathfinder Pawns collection of character counters, and tie-ins with Paizo’s 85,000-player worldwide Pathfinder Society Organized Play campaign.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
While the heroes finish the liberation of an alien bubble-city in the sun, efreet launch an assault on the Burning Archipelago from within the star. The heroes have advantages of position, knowledge, and surprise, giving them a unique opportunity. With the aid of their new allies, the heroes can take the fight to the enemy base. Thwarting the efreet plot requires closing gates to the Plane of Fire and returning the Far Portal to the surface of the sun. However, the forces overseeing the base don’t stand idle during this infiltration. In the end, the efreeti commander risks everything to crush the heroes and see his plan to dominate the Burning Archipelago through!

“Assault on the Crucible” is a Starfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for four 11th-level characters. This adventure concludes the Dawn of Flame Adventure Path, a six-part, monthly campaign in which the players uncover a plot that threatens the Pact Worlds sun. It also includes details on the Plane of Fire in the science-fantasy Starfinder multiverse, an article on continuing the Adventure Path’s story with new threats, and a selection of new monsters from the sun, the Plane of Fire, and elsewhere in the galaxy.

Each monthly full-color softcover Starfinder Adventure Path volume contains a new installment of a series of interconnected science-fantasy quests that together create a fully developed plot of sweeping scale and epic challenges. Each 64-page volume of the Starfinder Adventure Path also contains in-depth articles that detail and expand the Starfinder campaign setting and provide new rules, a host of exciting new monsters and alien races, a new planet to explore and starship to pilot, and more!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

- The critical final adventure of the Dawn of Flame Starfinder Adventure Path!
- The Dawn of Flame Adventure Path is one of the most important publishing programs of Paizo’s 2019 calendar, with monthly adventure installments, a Starfinder Pawns collection of character counters, and tie-ins with Paizo’s worldwide Starfinder Society organized play efforts.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**

- Starfinder Adventure Path: Soldiers of Brass (Dawn of Flame 2 of 6): Starfinder Adventure Path (
Whether the heroes are pursuing ice pirates across the frozen tundra or scouting out a good location for their hidden rebel base, no Game Master wants to spend time drawing every snowdrift and crevasse. Fortunately, with Paizo’s latest Starfinder Flip-Mat, you don’t have to! This line of gaming maps provides ready-to-use science-fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. This double-sided map features a windswept snowfield on one side and a network of frigid ice caverns on the other. Don’t waste time sketching when you could be playing. With Starfinder Flip-Mat: Ice World, you’ll be ready the next time your players have a snow day!

A special coating on each Flip-Mat allows you to use wet erase, dry erase, AND permanent markers with ease! Removing permanent ink is easy—simply trace over any permanent mark with a dry erase marker, wait 10 seconds, then wipe off both marks with a dry cloth or paper towel.

- 24” × 30” mat
- Folds to 8” × 10”
- 1” squares on each side

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- The Starfinder version of Pathfinder’s Flip-Mats. An essential addition to any Starfinder collection!
- Usable with any RPG or tabletop miniatures game. Flip-Mats appeal to a wide audience of gaming enthusiasts.
- Featured in free-to-retailer Starfinder Society organized play scenarios, serving tens of thousands of campaign participants all over the world!
- Usable with any RPG or tabletop miniatures game. Flip-Mats appeal to a wide audience of gaming enthusiasts.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Graphic Novels From Our DBD International Distribution Clients
It’s been two years since Caine Riordan was relieved of his command for following both his orders and his conscience. Now he’s finally received the message he’s been waiting for: a summons to visit the ancient and enigmatic Dornaani. And this time, making direct contact is not just professional, but personal: the Dornaani still have his mortally-wounded love, Elena Corcoran, in their unthinkably advanced medical facilities. But instead of arranging a swift reunion, Riordan’s new Dornaani hosts are not only disinterested in human affairs, but are in such social disarray that they have lost track of Elena’s surgical cryocell. Riordan must blaze his own trail through dying and dangerous worlds to find the mother of his child, her fate as uncertain as the true agenda of the Dornaani leaders. However, as new clues and new threats push Caine’s quest beyond the edge of known space, he discovers that the Dornaani empire is not merely decaying; there are subtle signs that its decline is being accelerated from without. Which means that rescuing Elena is just half the mission: Riordan must report that the Dornaani collapse is not only being engineered, but that it is the prelude to a far more malign scheme: To clear a path for a foe bent on destroying Earth.  

About Caine’s Mutiny: “This is military Science Fiction the way it’s supposed to be written... All in all, a highly satisfying tale of the Terran Republic that moves the story forward and setting us up for the next chapter, which promises to be interesting at worst and explosive at best.”—sfcrowsnest

About Raising Caine: "Raising Caine unveils a lot of thought-provoking ideas but ultimately this is a space opera adventure. There are space battles, daring emergency landings, desperate quests, hand-to-hand combat, and double-and-triple crosses. It’s an engrossing read. You owe it to yourself to read the two previous books in order. Then enjoy Raising Caine. It’s an intergalactic thrill-ride.”—Fantasy and Science Fiction Book and Audiobook Reviews "This is science-fiction adventure on a grand scale.”—Kirkus "Gannon’s harrowing . . . military space opera (following Trial by Fire) builds well on his established setting . . . Gannon’s signature attention to developing realistic alien worlds makes this installment satisfying.”—Publishers Weekly “. . . an incredibly active book . . . as our protagonists are confronted by the beautiful, terrible, and sometimes lethal variety of the universe and its inhabitants. . . . a whole mess of fun . . . that manages to be scientifically accurate while refraining from excessive wonkiness. Those who value meticulous world-building . . . will certainly have their needs met.”—BN Sci-Fi and Fantasy Blog About Nebula-nominated
Tom Smith used to be somebody. Now he's just another refugee, fleeing the smoking ruins of civilization. Well, maybe not just another refugee. Late of the Bank of the Americas where he used to be the global managing director for Security, Tom and his fellow survivors watched New York City burn. His plan to save New York long enough to find a cure for the zombie virus hadn't survived the bloody scrimmaging between angry cops, cunning gangsters, and rapacious City officials. Now only millions of infected humans, driven mad by the high infectious tailored rabies virus, inhabited the city. But Tom and some trusted allies were able to stay one step ahead and escaped offshore. Now they're holed up in a safe house in coastal Virginia and it's time to breakout. Between him and his objective, one of the bank's prepared evacuation camps in the Cumberland Valley, are hundreds of miles of clogged roads, burnt-out towns and howling mobs of infected humans who know only hunger. He must corral his motley team, complete with middle-schoolers, to navigate the treacherous landscape. And yet he feels his odds are good. But there's always someone smarter. And they like things just the way they are. Without a fat checkbook and the team of hired spec-ops mercenaries it used to bring, how will Tom Smith fend off entrepreneurial marauders, a brilliant sociopath or two and a kill-count hungry member of the E-4 mafia? And if he pulls it off, no one is sure how they will they re-start civilization. But Tom Smith has the spark of an idea. About Black Tide Rising: “... an entertaining batch of ... action-packed tales. Certainly, fans of Ringo’s particular brand of action-adventure will be pleased.”—Booklist “This anthology broadens Ringo’s Black Tide world, serving up doses of humanity amid the ravenous afflicted. Comedy has a place in this harsh reality, and these stories stir adventure and emotion at a frantic clip throughout. Zombie fiction fans will be thrilled.”—Library Journal About the Black Tide Rising Series: “Not only has Ringo found a mostly unexplored corner of the zombie landscape, he's using the zombie frame to tackle a broader theme: the collapse and rebirth of civilization. The zombie scenes are exciting, sure, but its the human story that keeps us involved. A fine series.”—Booklist About Under a Graveyard Sky: “Ringo combines humor and horror in this strong series debut, the thinking reader’s zombie novel.”—Publishers Weekly About John Ringo: “[Ringo’s work is] peopled with three-dimensional characters and spiced with personal drama as well as tactical finesse.”—Library Journal “... Explosive... fans...will appreciate Ringo’s lively narrative
Collected short fiction from multiple bestseller Michael Z. Williamson. After a brutal car crash, a disabled young man beats all odds to pursue his dream of crewing the first starship. Outnumbered and outnumbered, a Freehold warship must use guile, expert maneuvering and sheer courage to survive a pursuing UN fleet. Meanwhile, other Freeholders resort to terrifying psyops to destroy their invaders' morale. A family learns that their patriarch isn't as crazy as they thought when a zombie uprising actually happens. A young girl must use her knowledge of elementals and spirit beings to protect a king who is unaware of the threats against him. In an alternate Bronze Age, the descendants of dinosaurs fight with sentient felinoids for territory and survival. Humans reduced to cowering in caves find a most unlikely weapon against their alien invaders. With cutting satire on classic poetry and modern movies, a no-holds-barred lambast of several beloved firearms and their fan clubs, Williamson concludes with more of his Inappropriate Cocktail recipes, frequently both delicious and outrageously snarky, commemorating celebrities, events and cultural memes. About Michael Z. Williamson: "A fast-paced, compulsive read . . . will appeal to fans of John Ringo, David Drake, Lois McMaster Bujold, and David Weber."—Kliatt “Williamson's military expertise is impressive.”—SF Reviews Novels of Michael Z. Williamson's Freehold Universe: Freehold series Freehold The Weapon The Rogue Contact with Chaos Angeleys Freehold: Forged in Blood Ripple Creek series Better to Beg Forgiveness . . . Do Unto Others . . . When Diplomacy Fails . . . Standalone A Long Time Until Now
Maung is used to being hunted. As the last "dream warrior," a Burmese military unit whose brains are more machine than grey matter, everyone wants him dead—punished for the multiple atrocities his unit committed during war. But when an alien race makes its presence known on Earth and threatens to annihilate mankind, it gives Maung a chance to escape. Maung abandons his family on Earth to hide in the farthest reaches of the Solar System. There he finds love, his fellow Burmese countrymen exiled to labor on a prison asteroid, and the horrors of a war long since finished. Maung also discovers a secret weapon system - one lost for almost a generation and which may help his people redeem themselves while at the same time saving the human race. War will come. But with Maung's discoveries and 100 years to prepare, maybe the Earth can be ready... About T.C. McCarthy: "McCarthy perfectly catches the attitudes of veterans among themselves and toward civilians—laymen, better—when they get back to the World."—David Drake "Compelling . . . Recalling the work of Remarque, Willi Heinrich, and especially Michael Herr. McCarthy's delirious narrative avoids cliche and raises intriguing questions about what it means to be human."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Germline "It's not just good . . .it's the mil-sf book I wish I could send back in time to beat out Forever War for a Hugo. I never would have guessed McCarthy was an analyst . . . I was sure he'd been on the pointy end for a long time."—Ernest Lilley, SF Revu "The highly detailed, brutal depiction of futuristic warfare brilliantly complements the intimate narrative, which examines the insanity of war and those personally affected by it. Breathtaking and heartrending, this is the future of military science fiction."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A well written novel that makes you consider the costs of war in very personal terms."—SF Signal
Arcane America A new world. New magic. New history. After Halley’s Comet was destroyed in a magical battle in 1759, the backlash separated the entire New World from the Old in an event known as The Sundering. Now isolated from the rest of the globe, America has become a very different place, where magic works and history has been changed forever. It is 1803—a new 1803. Young Meriwether Lewis, footloose and intrigued, goes to hear a lecture in St. Louis by the venerated old wizard Benjamin Franklin. Franklin’s talk is disrupted by the attack of a winged fire-breathing beast, much like legends from Lewis’s own Welsh heritage. In the aftermath, Franklin tells the young man that he knows of a great, growing evil that lurks in the uncharted Arcane Territories west of the Mississippi. Using his own vast fortune, Franklin commissions Lewis and his own talented partner William Clark to embark on a remarkable voyage of exploration, to meet and document the indigenous tribes, to find a route all the way to the Pacific Ocean—and perhaps beyond the magical veil to Europe again—and to stop the growing evil that is filling the American West. For while the Sundering separated the rest of the world and granted the original colonists unexpected magical gifts, sorcery inspired by native legends has also been ignited. And the Arcane Territories may hold unparalleled dangers for the expedition, both natural and magical. Accompanied by the brilliant shape-shifting sorceress Sacajawea, Lewis and Clark set off on an unparalleled adventure across a landscape that no European has ever seen.

About Uncharted: “History and mythology meld admirably, leading to a satisfying conclusion. This hardy adventure establishes a world ripe for many more rousing stories.”—Publishers Weekly “With a light and brisk narrative that propels its heroes through a number of increasingly dangerous situations, this combination of alternate history and fantasy should appeal to fans of Eric Flint, Harry Turtledove, and historical fantasy in general.”—Booklist “While delivering plenty of action that approximates the best of cinematic fantasy, Hoyt and Anderson also strive for—and achieve—a kind of gravitas that suitably reflects the majesty of an untrammeled continent. Their descriptions of raw nature and its emotional repercussions on the humans are subtly poetic without being overblown. The native tribes are depicted in authentic ways, especially the people of Sacagawea. . . .The characterization of all the cast members is deep and revelatory of human nature. . . .There is also humor amidst the seriousness . . . [Anderson and Hoyt’s] prose is a clear-eyed, sturdy
WELCOME TO THE MANY WORLDS OF BEST-SELLING AUTHOR ERIC FLINT
Known for his New York Times best-selling alternate history novels, Flint is equally a
master of shorter forms, and this second large volume gathers more of Flint’s shorter works.
Includes: several stories and a short novel set in Flint’s celebrated Ring of Fire alternate
history series. A commemorative novelette set in Poul Anderson’s Operation
Chaos universe. A story with Dave Freer, set in his and Flint’s popular Rats, Bats and Vats
series. Several humorous short stories addressing Biblical literalism. A long novella in a
Martian steampunk setting. And another long novella set in David Weber’s best-selling
Honor Harrington universe. In addition to the fiction, Eric Flint has written an overall
introduction, plus an introduction for each story, telling how it came to be written, making
this an irresistible book for the many thousands of Eric Flint fans. About Eric Flint: “Another
engaging alternate history from a master of the genre.”—Booklist “. . . an old-style
crime-procedural mystery, set in 17th century Germany. . . . the threads . . . spin together . . .
to weave an addictively entertaining story. . . . a strong addition to a fun series.”—Daily News
of Galveston County “This alternate history series is . . . a landmark . . .”—Booklist “[Eric]
Flint's 1632 universe seems to be inspiring a whole new crop of gifted alternate
historians.”—Booklist “. . . reads like a technothriller set in the age of the
Medicis.”—Publishers Weekly
Cartoon Network's Emmy Award-winning series continues in Adventure Time Season 11—the only place to get new, official Adventure Time stories! Return to the Land of Ooo after The Great Gum War and join Finn and Jake on all-new adventures. Together, along with Princess Bubblegum, Marceline, BMO, and all your favorite friends, they'll rediscover what it truly means to be the protectors of the realm. Eisner Award winner Sonny Liew (The Art of Charlie Hock Chye) and writer Ted Anderson (Adventure Time: Beginning of the End) team up with artist Marina Julia (Lumberjanes: Faire and Square) to share the next chapter in the incredible world of Adventure Time.
It's a very special day in the Land of Ooo: Fionna the Human's birthday! To surprise her, Prince Gumball and Marshall Lee have Cake distract Fionna with an adventure as they prepare the biggest surprise party in history. But when Prince Gumball's experimental serum turns Fionna's birthday cake into a monster, everyone must work together to save the Candy Kingdom...and maybe a friendship, too! Join writer Kate Sheridan (Fallow Time) and artist Vivian Ng (Nickelodeon The Legend of Korra - Turf Wars) on a brand-new adventure in the incredible world of Cartoon Network's Adventure Time.
It's Adventure Time with Jake and you! Join Jake on the most algebraic adventure imaginable with tales all about the best canine pal you could ask for in the Land of Ooo. From teaching everyone how to cook to teaming up with Finn to fight every foe imaginable, Adventure Time: Jake collects all the stories that make the Eisner Award-winning series perfect for fans of all ages. Join an all-star cast of creators, including Christopher Hastings (Adventure Time, Gwenpool), James Asmus (The Amazing Spider-Man), Derek Fridolfs (DC Comics: Secret Hero Society), Nicole Andelfinger (Lumberjanes, Regular Show), and more in this timeless collection of Jake's greatest Adventure Time stories.
A big ol’ storm has set its sights on Elmore but the Watterson family isn’t going to let some bad weather spoil their day, at least not until everything starts going wrong! After a power outage forces Gumball and Darwin to figure out how to have fun without video games—not an easy task—Richard leads a catastrophic attempt to fix a leak in the ceiling so one measly puddle will cease driving his household absolutely crazy. But their troubles don’t end there. It’s one calamity after the other as the Watterson’s try and make it to bluer skies! Written by Kiernan Sjursen-Lien (Over the Garden Wall) and illustrated by Shadia Amin, The Amazing World of Gumball: The Storm is a downpour of good-hearted humor and fun.
The gang's all here! Join Gumball, Darwin, Anais, Carrie, and all your favorite friends from Cartoon Network's hit television series The Amazing World of Gumball in these hilarious adventures throughout the town of Elmore. Featuring an array of talent, including Jen Hickman (Jem and the Holograms), Gustavo Borges (Petals), and many more, this graphic novel collection has something for everyone.
As a transfer student to the Georgia O'Keeffe College for Arts and Subtle Dramatics, former sports star Charlie is struggling to find her classes, her dorm, and her place amongst a student body full of artists who seem to know exactly where they're going. When the school's barely-a-basketball-team unexpectedly attempts to recruit her, Charlie's adamant that she's left that life behind...until she's won over by the charming team captain, Liv, and the ragtag crew she's managed to assemble. And while Charlie may have left cut-throat competition in the dust, sinking these hoops may be exactly what she needs to see the person she truly wants to be. From Carly Usdin, the writer behind the hit series Heavy Vinyl, and artist Noah Hayes (Wet Hot American Summer) comes an ensemble comedy series that understands that it’s the person you are off the court that matters most.
This is the tale of John Motts. He is a man who had a dog, but now that dog is gone. John searches his house, his street, and his town, but the dog is nowhere to be found. John soon realizes that he must travel further, past the road and into the trees if he's ever to find out the truth of what happened to his dog. BAGS (or a story thereof) is a journey of love and suspense as John Motts searches through the world he knows, and a world he doesn't, weaved together beautifully by Pat McHale, creator of the Emmy Award-winning Cartoon Network series Over The Garden Wall, and Gavin Fullerton (Disney's Space Chickens in Space).
Ben Tennyson isn’t your average 10-year-old... he’s also the wielder of the Omnitrix, an alien device that allows Ben to shift into ten different alien forms from around the galaxy. Together with his cousin Gwen and Grandpa Max, they protect the world from alien incursions. When a science camp is attacked by a mysterious threat, Ben and Gwen must go undercover as campers to find out who or what is responsible. To have any chance of saving the day, they’ll need to follow the grisly trail of science experiments gone wrong. Written by Rainbow Award-winning author C.B. Lee (Not Your Sidekick) and illustrated by Mattia Di Meo (Adventure Time/Regular Show), Ben 10: For Science! is an action-packed adventure based on Cartoon Network’s hit TV series.
A new drug is sweeping through the streets of New Orleans—one made from the ashes of the dead. Wars are being fought over who will control the supply, and the demand is rising. While the various criminal factions collide, users begin to experience terrifying visions of the dead coming back to life...through them. Eisner Award-nominated author Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The Empty Man) and illustrator Jonas Scharf team up for Bone Parish, a haunting blend of horror and crime that takes an unflinching look at how we connect to—and disconnect from—the world around us.
This is the Buffy Summers you know, who wants what every average teenager wants: friends at her new school, decent grades, and to escape her imposed destiny as the next in a long line of vampire slayers tasked with defeating the forces of evil...only this time around, her world looks a lot more like the one outside your window. Eisner Award-Winner Jordie Bellaire (Redlands), along with series creator Joss Whedon (Marvel's The Avengers), bring Buffy into a new era with new challenges, new friends, and a few enemies you might already recognize. But the more things change, the more they stay the same as the Gang faces brand-new Big Bads, and the threat lurking beneath the perfectly manicured exterior of Sunnydale High confirms what every teenager has always known: high school truly is hell.
Jane Langstaff and Heather Meadows have been to the other side...and now it's just a question of how to bring proof back home with them. And then there's the question of how the portal got there in the first place...and whether or not the town of Spectrum, South Dakota is safe, or monsters are about to start pouring through to our world. Not to mention, with Gardt facing the consequences for Jane and Heather's invasion, have the girls actually been the monsters all along? From Eisner Award nominee John Allison (Giant Days, Scary Go Round), and artist Christine Larsen (Adventure Time), join Jane and Heather as they journey into Eidolon and a mystical world of adventure and laughs!
Magic was once plentiful and prosperous across the realm—but ever since the Quench brought the world to its knees, magic has become the rarest of resources. Bandits strive for it. Knights die for it. And one antisocial former bard named Hum will ride his mutant unicorn to the ends of the earth for just a drop of it...as magic is the one thing that will save the soul of his wife. Written by Eisner Award-nominated author Simon Spurrier (Sandman Universe, The Spire) and lavishly illustrated by artist Matías Bergara (Supergirl, Cannibal), Coda Volume Two continues the critically-acclaimed dystopian fantasy series that explores the relentless hangover of life in the aftermath of apocalypse.
There's something terribly wrong with Melissa Kerry. Her husband Andrew sees it. Their teenage daughter Vicki sees it. Melissa is losing herself, falling into the grips of the Empty Man pandemic that is spreading across the nation. Andrew and Vicki do all they can to care for her themselves, to keep her worsening condition a secret from the roving government quarantine crews, but it’s becoming harder and harder...until a strange visitor arrives on their doorstep, offering a cure. Written by Eisner Award-nominated author Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, Bone Parish) and illustrated by artist Jesús Hervás (Lucas Stand), Recurrence is the second installment in The Empty Man franchise and explores the psychological horror of a family member in decline, and the depths one will go to protect those they love.
The Fat cat returns for fun (and food) for all seasons, in this collection of sensational seasonal stories. As the gang heads to the beach to soak up some rays, Jon and Liz hit bumpy waters, navigating a breakup just as a giant shark approaches. After the waters have calmed, Garfield and Odie audition for a reality show, and Garfield encounters nemeses old and new: a spooky ghoul who reaches out from the TV, and the fan-favorite Lasagna Monster. Writers Mark Evanier (Garfield and Friends) and Scott Nickel team up with artists Antonio Alfaro, David DeGrand (Spongebob Comics), and more for loads of comedy and carbs. Collects Garfield 2018 Vacation Time Blues #1 and Garfield 2018 TV Or Not TV? #1.
The final year of university is about to start for best mates Daisy, Esther, and Susan, and everything is going completely off the rails. From finding somewhere to live at the last minute, to broken bones, to the looming terror of the adult world, this semester is one you won't want to miss. John Allison (Bad Machinery, Scary Go Round) and illustrators Max Sarin and Julia Madrigal are our “resident advisors” for this action-packed fall term, which collects Issues #37-40 of the Eisner Award-nominated series.
From The New York Times bestselling writer Matt Kindt (Mind MGMT) and Peter Panzerfaust artist Tyler Jenkins comes the Eisner Award-nominated rural mystery series chronicling the tragic lives of the Grass Kings, three brothers and rulers of a self-sufficient trailer park kingdom—a fiefdom of the hopeless and lost seeking a promised land. The grass kingdom is run by middle brother Robert, who has been grief-stricken since losing his daughter years ago. When a mysterious young woman flees to their community in search of safety, Robert takes her in. As her true identity comes to light, Robert must decide if his chance at atonement is worth risking the entire kingdom.
Andy and Scout are best buds, roommates, and gay disasters. Along with their friends and plenty of beer, they're just trying to make it through their 20s, survive late capitalism, and navigate the dating world. Tough and loving Andy is a genderqueer trans individual, who dates like there's no tomorrow, while Scout, an all-feelings-all-the-time mistake-maker, is still languishing over her ex-girlfriend...from like two years ago. Created by Archie Bongiovanni (The Quick and Easy Guide to They/Them Pronouns) and originally published on Autostraddle, this edition collects all the best misadventures, internet dates, and bad decisions in one place!
Luci Jennifer Inacio Das Neves (most people just call her “Lucifer”) is a supernatural thiefforhire, stealing wondrous objects from the dark denizens of the netherworld for her mentor/mother figure, Val Brisendine. From possessed teddy bears to haunted paintings to ancient otherworldly demons, Lucifer will need to use every trick up her sleeve to protect her surrogate family and combat the monsters of her seedy city. Written by lauded horror author Michael Alan Nelson (Day Men, 28 Days Later), Hexed is a lyrical horror adventure series featuring the debut American comics work by superstar illustrators Emma Rios (Pretty Deadly) and Dan Mora (Klaus). This definitive volume collects all 16 issues of the original Hexed limited series and its sequel series Hexed: The Harlot and the Thief.
Between 1967 and 1974, Jim Henson and his longtime writing partner Jerry Juhl developed three drafts of a screenplay for a feature length film called Tale of Sand. It was during the development of the final draft of the screenplay that Jim Henson became involved in the production of Sesame Street and The Muppet Show, and he left the experimental filmmaking of his youth behind to concentrate on the creations that would in time make him a household name. Tale of Sand has remained in the vaults of The Jim Henson Company ever since. It is the only feature-length screenplay written by Jim Henson that he was never able to produce during his lifetime. Breathtakingly illustrated by Ramón K. Pérez (Wolverine and the X-Men, Jane), Tale of Sand was hailed as a groundbreaking achievement upon release, winning two Harvey Awards, the Joe Shuster Award, and three Eisner Awards including Best Graphic Album.
He's a myth. He's a legend. He's loved worldwide by children and adults alike...but does anyone truly know the origins of Santa Claus? Set in a dark fantastic past of myth and magic, Klaus tells the story of how Santa Claus really came to be—the tale of one man and his wolf against a totalitarian state and the ancient evil that sustains it. Award-winning author Grant Morrison (All-Star Superman, Happy!) and Eisner Award-nominated illustrator Dan Mora (Go Go Power Rangers, Hexed) revamp, reinvent, and reimagine a classic superhero for the 21st century, drawing on Santa's roots in Viking lore and Siberian shamanism, and taking in the creepier side of Christmas with characters like the sinister Krampus. Klaus is “Santa Claus: Year One” and finally answers the burning question: what does Santa Claus do on the other 364 days a year?
When five teenage refugees are stranded in an irradiated Oklahoma wasteland while trying to survive an exodus from the war-torn East Coast, they take shelter in a ghost town that is much more than it seems. The strange, unnatural threats they face there will make them question what they think they know about death, about reality, and especially about family as they learn to rely on each other if they’re ever going to make it to the sanctuary of San Francisco. Written by Eisner Award-nominated author Phillip Kennedy Johnson (The Power of the Dark Crystal, Aquaman) and illustrated by Ringo Award-nominated artist Flaviano (Thanos, Spider-Man/Deadpool), Low Road West is a story about coming of age in the throes of war, and carving your own path despite an uncertain future.
In the aftermath of the time shenanigans set off by Jo's Mysterious Time Thingy, the Roanoke scouts are a little bit uneasy on their feet. It's up to Jen to cheer them up and help them get back up and off adventuring again, with a quest to seek out the most mysterious mythological monster of all...the mighty JACKALOPE! This New York Times bestseller and multiple Eisner Award and GLAAD Award-winning series features danger, adventure, and life-long friendships. Get in on the fun with this brand-new adventure written by Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and illustrated by Ayme Sotuyo.
The acclaimed team behind the Eisner Award-winning Adventure Time comic books, New York Times best-selling author Ryan North (Squirrel Girl) and beloved illustrators Shelli Paroline and Braden Lamb (One Day a Dot: The Story of You, The Universe, and Everything), combine forces once again for an original sci-fi space comedy unlike the universe has ever seen! Space captain Joey, navigator Fatima, and scientist (and dinosaur) Cooper are headed to Earth—a planet completely sectioned off, abandoned, and covered in gold—and are confronted by the most powerful weapon in the universe: some ancient dead guy's body?! Now they gotta keep King Midas' body from being dropped on planets across the universe, and figure out exactly what to do with a gross dead dude with one truly ridiculous superpower.
As Lord Drakkon comes ever closer to conquering all of existence, Power Rangers from across all eras answer the call to join forces against his armies. As new friends and old foes come together in the Rangers’ darkest hour, the entire legacy of the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers hangs in the balance. Join Kyle Higgins (Nightwing) and artist Daniele DiNicuolo (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Pink) in the epic conclusion to the ultimate war against Lord Drakkon with the final installment of the critically acclaimed event, Shattered Grid.
Celebrating 25 years of Power Rangers, renowned comic book creators from around the world pay homage to the franchise near and dear to their hearts with stories from across the morphin grid, including fan-favorite teams like Ninja Steel, RPM, SPD, In Space, and more! With stories from comic book all-stars Kyle Higgins (Nightwing), Joe Quinones (Peter Parker: The Spectacular Spider-Man), Sina Grace (Iceman), Marcus To (Weapon H), and many more, this morphinominal collection is a must-have for every Power Rangers fan.
THE BIGGEST COMIC BOOK EVENT IN POWER RANGERS HISTORY! Lord Drakkon—a twisted alternate-reality version of Tommy Oliver (AKA the Mighty Morphin Green Ranger)—and his newly reformed army are crossing dimensions in order to execute an all-out attack that threatens the very existence of every Power Ranger ever. For the first time in comic book history, the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers will join forces with some of the most popular Power Rangers teams in the franchise from across time and space to face the ultimate threat...one that will mean the death of a Ranger! Join New York Times best-selling writer Kyle Higgins (Nightwing) and artists Daniele Di Nicuolo (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Pink) and Diego Galindo (Red Sonja) for the Power Rangers epic that redefined the comic book series. Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #25-30, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Free Comic Book Day Special, and Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Shattered Grid #1.
When Greg loses a shoe, Wirt must find a way to replace it, and fast if they want to avoid a repeat of the summer camp splinter incident. Luckily, it’s not long before they stumble upon Hollow Town, a hamlet populated entirely by wooden doll people, where Wirt finds work as a babysitter for the enigmatic Mrs. Clemence. However, the longer they stay in Hollow Town, the more it becomes clear that Hollow Town holds a sinister secret... The Emmy Award-winning series continues further into the Unknown with this brand-new Over the Garden Wall graphic novel. Join writer Celia Lowenthal (Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Fairies) and artist Jorge Monlongo (Adventure Time Comics) on a new adventure-filled journey with Wirt, Greg, and Beatrice.
Ape society is in flux. The rigid caste system is breaking down. Humans can't speak and are considered animals, but are tolerated in the City. Scientific curiosity is smashing old taboos. But not everyone is happy with the new status quo. When an Ape general named Aleron discovers that the Lawgiver's most sacred commandment-Ape Does Not Kill Ape-has been broken, he unwittingly unlocks a vast conspiracy deep in Ape City that will upend society, and all of history. On the run and faced with unspeakable betrayal, Aleron crosses paths with Doctor Zaius, Zira, Cornelius, and others as he journeys into the heart of the Forbidden zone to discover the truth. Collected together for the first time in one prestigious omnibus, experience the entire critically-acclaimed Apes saga from Gabriel Hardman (Green Lantern) and Corinna Bechko (Star Wars: Legacy), and celebrated illustrators Marc Laming (Star Wars: The Force Awakens) and Damian Couceiro (Old Man Logan). Features Betrayal of the Planet of the Apes, Exile on the Planet of the Apes, and Planet of the Apes: Cataclysm.
Experience the incredible magic of Jim Henson's fantasy epic The Dark Crystal adapted by A.C.H. Smith and personally overseen by Jim Henson. Featuring unpublished illustrations by legendary illustrator Brian Froud and the production design team at JIM HENSON’S CREATURE SHOP as well as Jim Henson's never-before-seen notes on an early draft of the adaptation detailing his vision for the fantastical world of Thra.
It's every adventurer for themselves in the Ruinlands! Join Pogo and Rex as they set out on a quest to hunt for valuable artifacts and magical weapons across the land. Along with plenty of not-always faithful companions, our heroes must battle dangerous tribes of Toadies, survive giant stone Golems, and stop a catastrophic world-ending disaster, all while evading a cunning gang of thieves trying in a race to the biggest treasure of all time. Cartoonist Derek Laufman (Marvel Superhero Adventures) leads an unforgettable journey as Rex and Pogo misadventure their way across the Ruinlands, facing dangerous foes and fair-weather friends alike!
In the aftermath of the bestselling Shattered Grid event, the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers must stop Rita's sinister plan to acquire a new weapon. But when Jason and Trini follow Rita into a magic portal, they get more than they bargained for when their connection to the Morphin Grid gets crossed and their powers become transposed. Written by Ryan Parrott (Star Trek: Manifest Destiny) and illustrated by Eleonora Carlini (Batgirl), this arc of Saban's Go Go Power Rangers gives the Power Rangers a new look like never before!
When Brenda, geeky hacker extraordinaire, accidentally awakened Mia, an international jewel thief frozen in the 1960s, she wasn't sure what to expect...but it surely wasn't a new partner in crime! With their powers combined, they decide to pull off the heist of the century and with fifty years of catching up to do, Mia already has a target in mind. Writers Kirsten 'Kiwi' Smith (Legally Blonde) and Kurt Lustgarten (Misfit City) and illustrator Leisha Riddel swing into action and steal the show with this daring and hilarious caper of time-melding suspense.
The ride begins here with the never-before-seen, fully authorized story of Jax Teller's first year as a SAMCRO prospect. Jax has always had one dream: to follow the family legacy and join the Sons of Anarchy. But at eighteen, still reeling from his father's death and just starting out with the motorcycle club his father co-founded, Jax is about to discover just how hard the life of an outlaw can be. Writer Ollie Masters (Snow Blind, The Kitchen) and artists Luca Pizzari (Secret Wars Journal, Amazing Spider-Man), Eoin Marron (James Bond: The Body), and Lucas Werneck (Power Rangers: Aftershock) roll out ten years before Season 1 of Kurt Sutter's critically acclaimed television series. Sons Of Anarchy: Legacy Edition Book Three collects Sons Of Anarchy Redwood Original #1-12, originally collected in Sons Of Anarchy Redwood Original Volumes 1-3. Legacy Editions collect every issue of the most popular BOOM! Studios series in chronological order and in a newly designed, value priced format for the very first time.
As the illegitimate daughter of a Naval Captain, Artemisia has never fit in with her father's family, nor the high class world to which they belong. However, when she is targeted by the Faerie Queen and pulled into another realm, she has no choice but to fight her way back home, amongst evil fairies who want her head, and untrustworthy allies that claim solidarity but have ulterior motives. New York Times bestselling author Delilah S. Dawson (Ladycastle, Star Wars: Phasma) and illustrator Matias Basla (The Claw and Fang) present a gripping dark fantasy tale of a young woman claiming her time and her agency.
Head on down to Beach City and see what's shakin' with Steven Universe and the gang! You can check out what happens when Steven introduces Peridot to her first video game and her competitive side completely takes over (seriously, it's scary), or you can take a trip down memory lane as the Crystal Gems tell the story of building their Beach City home...and how it almost came crashing down. Everywhere you turn, there's summer fun for everyone! Writer Grace Kraft (Ornithia) and artist Rii Abrego (Rick & Morty) deliver nonstop fun and adventure, expanding the world of Cartoon Network's hit show Steven Universe.
It's been over one year since the students, teacher, and additional staff of Bay Point Preparatory High School in suburban Milwaukee, Wisconsin were suddenly transported countless light years away to the middle of an ancient, primordial wilderness. Despite the chaos of their first year, the students have begun to build a life in this new world, a burgeoning society out of the ruins of their past. But mysterious forces are conspiring to bring it all crashing down... Written by James Tynion IV (Detective Comics, Memetic) and illustrated by Michael Dialynas (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles), The Woods Yearbook Edition Book Two collects issues #13-24 of the critically-acclaimed series Scott Snyder (Batman) calls a “dark, epic read.”
THRILLING ADVENTURE HOUR: RESIDENCE EVIL

It's time to send the little ones to dreamland and set your radio's dial to “spooky.” Steel yourself for mysterious suspense in...BEYOND BELIEF Meet Frank and Sadie Doyle, toast of the upper crust. Headliners on the society pages. And, oh yes, they see ghosts. Trading quips and tossing back cocktails, the Doyles take what they want and hoodwink their clientele for the rest. When one night of having a drink (or ten) with friends goes horribly wrong at a haunted house, the Doyles find themselves face-to-face with ancient beings of the blood-sucking variety. Luckily, their blood alcohol content is up for the task. Written by the creators of the wildly popular Hollywood stage show and podcast, Ben Acker and Ben Blacker (Deadpool, Star Wars Adventures), and illustrated by M.J. Erickson, The Thrilling Adventure Hour: Residence Evil is a rip-roaring adventure that harkens back to the heyday of old-time radio entertainment. Collects The Thrilling Adventure Hour #1-4.
Before he became The Face That Runs The Place, AJ Styles spent nearly twenty years traveling the world, making sacrifices, all with one goal: proving himself as the best in-ring performer, bar none. Now, for the first time ever, see how the Phenomenal One's quest led him to WWE, and how he took the biggest stage in sports entertainment and made it his own. Dennis Hopeless (Cloak & Dagger, All-New X-Men) and illustrator Serg Acuña team up for this tale of overcoming challenges and striving to be the best.
Owl is gone, Werewolf Jones has moved in, and everything as Megg and Mogg know it begins to fall apart. Hanselmann’s comic premise of his previous graphic novels — eternally stoned, slacker roommates — stretches at the seams as his characters reflect the psychological toll that their years of unsustainable, determined insouciance and self-medication has inflicted.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
Previous books in this series are New York Times best-sellers. Hanselmann is an internationally acclaimed, award-winning graphic novelist. His books are setting the standard for the 2020s, along with works like Safari Honeymoon and My Favorite Thing Is Monsters.

The Megg and Mogg series started out as an internet sensation, like Zonzo.
This volume continues Sadowski’s biography of the famed Mad cartoonist. It includes scores of letters between Wolverton and his editors and publishers and excerpts from his personal diaries, providing documentary insight not only into Wolverton’s day-to-day life and career, but also the inner workings of the early comic book industry. It is also chock full of Wolverton’s comics stories from this period, including 17 science-fiction and horror tales fully restored and never before collected in a single volume.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

Basil Wolverton’s work refuses to die. His Mad cartooning has been available to generations of readers.

He continues to make waves in the art scene. There was a well-received exhibit of his original art in New York City’s Gladstone Gallery (which The New York Times called “exuberantly grotesque”).

Wolverton is a legend in his field: he was elected to the Will Eisner Hall of Fame at the Comic-Con International in 2000, and the Jack Kirby Hall of Fame in 1991.

The author has gone to great lengths to uncover as much unpublished ephemera as possible. From editor Greg Sadowski, who is helping to create a renaissance in vintage comic art by exposing modern audiences to the glory of early genre work from the masters of the medium. He is part of a movement started by Bhob Stewart and Paul Karasik. They are paving the way for authors like Jon Morris.
The tyrannical Shadow Prince rules the otherworldly land of Argaar, and only a hero foretold by legend can dethrone him — by plunging the powerful Sword of Ice into a magic stone. But when a wizened wizard seeks out that hero, he summons Mickey and Goofy - who soon find themselves embroiled in a royal rumble of giants, dragons, and impossible danger! But one "Sword of Ice" saga isn't enough! In "The Tournament of Argaar," Mickey and Goofy return to the mystical land of their greatest challenge to brave deadly volcanoes, steampunk whirłamigigs, and rampaging dinosaurs! Hang onto your swords and shields!

KEY SELLING POINTS:
Mickey Mouse remains Disney’s most beloved superstar—with the current Mickey Mouse TV series by Paul Rudish now a sensation on the Disney Channel and online!
A new series of books devoted to Disney's greatest cartoonists. This series is coming in the wake of our wildly popular Carl Barks, Don Rosa, and Floyd Gottfredson collections. Like those series, these books will spotlight the creators of some of the 20th century's most loved works.
Great gift idea for Disneyana fans and collectors, much like Disney's Christmas Classics. Many of these stories have never been available in English!

The tyrannical Shadow Prince rules the otherworldly land of Argaar, and only a hero foretold by legend can dethrone him — by plunging the powerful Sword of Ice into a magic stone. But when a wizened wizard seeks out that hero, he summons Mickey and Goofy - who soon find themselves embroiled in a royal rumble of giants, dragons, and impossible danger! But one "Sword of Ice" saga isn't enough! In "The Tournament of Argaar," Mickey and Goofy return to the mystical land of their greatest challenge to brave deadly volcanoes, steampunk whirłamigigs, and rampaging dinosaurs! Hang onto your swords and shields!

KEY SELLING POINTS:
Mickey Mouse remains Disney’s most beloved superstar—with the current Mickey Mouse TV series by Paul Rudish now a sensation on the Disney Channel and online!
A new series of books devoted to Disney's greatest cartoonists. This series is coming in the wake of our wildly popular Carl Barks, Don Rosa, and Floyd Gottfredson collections. Like those series, these books will spotlight the creators of some of the 20th century's most loved works.
Great gift idea for Disneyana fans and collectors, much like Disney's Christmas Classics. Many of these stories have never been available in English!
In this graphic novel, teenager Tonta is staying for the weekend with her half-sister, the self-absorbed Vivian. At home, Tonta's stepfather is shot during a botched burglary, which leads to the discovery of family secrets that require Tonta to confront some unpleasant truths that she previously managed to suppress or remain ignorant of. Through it all, Tonta showcases Hernandez's brilliant talent for character, weaving a host of characters and milieus from his vast arsenal. Meanwhile, back at school, Tonta and Gomez discover that Coach Angel harbors a secret of her own (can you say, "lucha libre?") while local punk band Ooot provides the soundtrack for a summer not soon to be forgotten.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
Torn from the pages of the acclaimed Love and Rockets comic book series. Hernandez is LA Book Prize winning. His graphic novels capture social dynamics, nuances of relationships, and the rhythms of real life, like Beverly and Sacred Heart. He is one of the forebears of the 1980s–90s alternative comics and graphic novel movement. His DIY punk attitude toward comics has influenced the new generation of Tumblr and Instagram cartoonists. Everyone loves wrestling, and its a sport that lends itself particularly well to comics, like in Andre the Giant.
VIVISECTIONARY

What if lactating snakes gestated inside fetuses? What if factory-farmed pigs were bred as giant, insentient cubes? What if the human spine generated methamphetamine capsules? These single page sequential images illustrate these and many other marvelous, hideous, enigmatic physiological mysteries. Each comics sequence is stitched together (pun intended) by a narrative thread that forms a strange and mesmerizing voyage through the body.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
Blurs the line between comics and "fine art," and will appeal to the broader art audience, like Mudbite.
Body horror for fans of Charles Burns and David Cronenberg.
Advance buzz: Lacour's work is garnering praise.
Fourteen year-old Amy Von Brandt's life is upside down. In order to forget Nicolas who has just broken-up with her, her bad grades and the possible devilish fiancé of her mother slash principal, she escapes to Grandma Von Brandt's farm. Plenty of Mother Nature and peace and quiet are on the agenda but listening to chirping sparrows, counting ants, observing the mating dance of earthworms ... gets old (and depressing) real fast! But not even Amy can imagine what is to come that will assure her summer will be one for her diary! Based on the novels by India Desjardins, this is another great Charmz title designed to capture young female (and even male) audiences.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- In a similar vein with the very successful Chloe series but more quirky and geeky awkward.
- One of the biggest hits in French literature! 8 volumes, a million copies sold, 2 successful teen movies.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
Fourteen year-old Amy Von Brandt's life is upside down. In order to forget Nicolas who has just broken-up with her, her bad grades and the possible devilish fiancé of her mother slash principal, she escapes to Grandma Von Brandt's farm. Plenty of Mother Nature and peace and quiet are on the agenda but listening to chirping sparrows, counting ants, observing the mating dance of earthworms ... gets old (and depressing) real fast! But not even Amy can imagine what is to come that will assure her summer will be one for her diary! Based on the novels by India Desjardins, this is another great Charmz title designed to capture young female (and even male) audiences.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- One of the biggest hits in French literature! 8 volumes, a million copies sold, 2 successful teen movies.
- In a similar vein with the very successful Chloe series but more quirky and geeky awkward.

**SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:**
STEM-inspired comics adventures drawn in a full-color manga-style reminiscent of Dragonball Z, with special illustrated pages devoted to science facts. The Dinosaur Explorers—Rain, Emily, Sean, and Stone, along with Dr. Da Vinci, his assistant, Diana, and their robot helper, Starz-- were all flung back in time by Dr. Da Vinci's particle transmitter, and the solar-power device can only bring them back to the present a few centuries at a time, giving them all a perfect opportunity to explore the past—provided they can actually survive it. They now find themselves back in the Jurassic, and they quickly find it's no walk in the park (Get it?) (Sorry.). This is the grand age of dinosaurs, but also the time when the first non-dinosaur animals begin to stretch their wings!

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:


Genre: Action/Adventure

Ship Date: 7/9/2019
STEM-inspired comics adventures drawn in a full-color manga-style reminiscent of Dragonball Z, with special illustrated pages devoted to science facts. The Dinosaur Explorers—Rain, Emily, Sean, and Stone, along with Dr. Da Vinci, his assistant, Diana, and their robot helper, Starz-- were all flung back in time by Dr. Da Vinci’s particle transmitter, and the solar-power device can only bring them back to the present a few centuries at a time, giving them all a perfect opportunity to explore the past—provided they can actually survive it. They now find themselves back in the Jurassic, and they quickly find it’s no walk in the park (Get it?) (Sorry.). This is the grand age of dinosaurs, but also the time when the first non-dinosaur animals begin to stretch their wings!

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• Fun very fast paced and suspenseful series where a group of kids, led by a few teachers, go in the field, traveling through time to the prehistoric era to experience the wild and very dangerous world of dinosaurs!
• Filling high demand for STEM in graphic novels!, In between action packed panels are beatifically illustrated educational pages on the dinosaurs encountered in the graphic novel!
• Series is a bestseller in many countries of Asia, spreading around the world.
• Excellent title for libraries or classroom tie-ins!

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
As Maud and Guilhem prepare for their wedding by day, at night they continue to put on their masks for justice for the lost and forgotten. They seem to have the most perfect connection and truest love. Only the approach of a grand ball casts a shadow on their relationship, for Maud must beware of the impetuous Natalia, the one who bears the ring that belonged to Guilhem's father. And Guilhem, torn between a secret he dares not share even with his beloved Maud, makes a decision that may throw them into turmoil forever! Will Maud, who can't stand all the pomp and circumstance of the French elite, learn to fight in lace and a petticoats? Will Guilhem abandon the woman he loves? Find out in this exciting new volume!
As Maud and Guilhem prepare for their wedding by day, at night they continue to put on their masks for justice for the lost and forgotten. They seem to have the most perfect connection and truest love. Only the approach of a grand ball casts a shadow on their relationship, for Maud must beware of the impetuous Natalia, the one who bears the ring that belonged to Guilhem's father. And Guilhem, torn between a secret he dares not share even with his beloved Maud, makes a decision that may throw them into turmoil forever! Will Maud, who can't stand all the pomp and circumstance of the French elite, learn to fight in lace and a petticoat? Will Guilhem abandon the woman he loves? Find out in this exciting new volume!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

- A unique twist on the genre - a teen female swashbuckler is sure to generate attention.
- High adventure but with a rich emotional context that will resonate with young girls.
- Series has sold millions of copies in many languages around the world.
KEY SELLING POINTS:
- The latest in a wave of top Brazilian talent! (Gabriel Ba, Fabio Moon, Rafael Albuquerque), Cute funny animal strip of tribulations of love.
- What YA can grow into after Charmz.
- Good not just for GN section but also humor.

SELECTED PREVIOUS VOLUMES:
Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones gift enclosure cards featuring the iconic sigil of House Lannister. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this embossed foil gift enclosure card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes.
Send a message from Westeros with these classic *Game of Thrones* note cards featuring the iconic sigil of House Lannister. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this embossed foil note card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes.
Celebrate House Lannister from HBO's smash hit television series Game of Thrones with this artfully designed ruled notebook.
House Lannister is known for both its great wealth and ruthless cunning. Those with the courage to cross the Lannisters soon come to learn the truth behind the well-used adage, “A Lannister always pays his debts.” This beautifully crafted ruled notebook features the Lannisters' sigil: The lion, symbolizing the ferocity and pride of House Lannister.
GAME OF THRONES: HOUSE STARK FOIL ENCLOSURE CARDS

Price: $10.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Publisher: Pocket Books
Imprint: Insight Editions
Writer: Insight Editions
Size: 3 x 3.5
Page Count: 10
Carton Qty: 162
Format: Softcover, Full Color
Recommended Age: Young Adult (13 - 16)
Comparison Title: GAME OF THRONES: HOUSE LANNISTER HARDCOVER RULLED JOURNAL
(ISBN-13 978-1-60887-552-8, $34.95)
Genre: Movie/TV-Related
Ship Date: 3/12/2019
Send a message from Westeros with these classic *Game of Thrones* note cards featuring the iconic sigil of House Stark. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this embossed foil note card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes.
Celebrate House Stark from HBO's smash hit television series *Game of Thrones* with this artfully designed ruled notebook.

Noble, stoic, and resilient, House Stark has endured some of the darkest periods in the history of Westeros. Known for their motto, “Winter Is Coming,” the Starks' notably grim outlook on life acts as a necessary shield against the brutalities of the Seven Kingdoms. This beautifully crafted ruled notebook features the Starks' sigil: The fearsome direwolf, symbolizing the strength and loyalty of House Stark.
Send a message from Westeros with these classic Game of Thrones gift enclosure cards featuring the iconic sigil of House Targaryen. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this embossed foil gift enclosure card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes.
Send a message from Westeros with these classic *Game of Thrones* note cards featuring the iconic sigil of House Targaryen. Showcasing a sophisticated, minimalist design printed on high-quality paper, this embossed foil note card set includes 10 blank cards and 10 envelopes.
Celebrate House Targaryen from HBO's smash hit television series *Game of Thrones* with this artfully designed ruled notebook.

House Targaryen is an ancient and powerful family recently unseated from its long-held position on the Iron Throne. Capable of beneficence, yet merciless when crossed, House Targaryen has a reputation for laying fiery waste to those who oppose their dominance of the Seven Kingdoms. This beautifully crafted ruled notebook features the Targaryens' sigil: The mighty dragon, symbolizing the deadly power of the Targaryen family.
The Elder Scrolls: The Official Cookbook

Feast your way through Skyrim, Morrowind, and Tamriel with The Elder Scrolls: The Official Cookbook. Feast on all of the delicious dishes found in Skyrim, Morrowind, and all of Tamriel in this beautifully crafted cookbook based on the award-winning Elder Scrolls game series. Immerse yourself in the diverse cuisines of the Nords, Bosmer, Khajit, and beyond with these recipes inspired by food found in the Old Kingdom, across Tamriel, and more. With over sixty delicious recipes for fan-favorite recipes including Apple Cabbage Stew, Sunlight Souffle, Sweetrolls, and more, The Elder Scrolls: The Official Cookbook will delight every hungry Dragonborn.

Price: $35.00 ($47.00 CAN)
Publisher: Pocket Books
Imprint: Insight Editions
Writer: Chelsea Monroe-Cassel
Size: 8 x 10
Page Count: 192
Carton Qty: 30
Format: Hardcover, Full Color
Recommended Age: Young Adult (13 - 16)
Genre: Media Tie-in
Ship Date: 3/26/2019
Show your commitment to the resistance with this stunning note card set based on *The Handmaid's Tale*.

*The Handmaid's Tale*—the groundbreaking show produced by MGM Television, and based on Margaret Atwood's best-selling novel—has drawn rave reviews and attention worldwide. Now, fans can share their appreciation for the show with this deluxe note card set.

Featuring iconic imagery and catchphrases from the show, this stunning set captures the iconic look and feel of *The Handmaid's Tale*. Including a pocket journal, twenty note cards, envelopes, and sticker seals, all stored in a gorgeous keepsake book box, this is the ultimate gift for fans to share their love of the book and show with friends near and far.
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